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*:,:: !T: 
two a m o n s (a), (o) 

", 
o (t"; ;: ::l q u e s ti o n E a c h s u b - q u e s r io n

1' a) How wit you distinguish cH3ocH.. and c2HsoH using rR spectroscopy ?b) Comparethe stretching frequencies of C_C, C= Cand C = C bygiving

c) what is Mclatferty rearrangement in mass spectrosc opy ?
2' a) Acetyrenic H's are at a higher fierd than vinyric H,s in pMR specka _ givereason.

b)

c)

3.a)
b)

c)

4. a)

b)

What is DEpT in NMR spectroscopy ?
Give the numberl{ signals in the proton spin decoupted 1gc spectrum of3- hexanone, CHrCH2cbc;r6rirbnr.

What are cryptands ? Write an example.
Explain supramorecurar organic nanotubes (oNTs). Give an apprication.what are methane crathrates ? write two apprications.
Give the structure of benzylpenicillin.

'Tn:fJill":ffiX1",; 
? Howit is superior to Hammeft equation ror structure

c) write the steps invorved in the synthesis of paracetamor.
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. 5. a) What are the characteristics of ionic liquids ?

b) What is meant by "reaction mass balance" ?

c) What is sonication ? Give an example for sonication assisted organic synthesis.
(2x10= 20 Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer either (a) or (b) of each question. Each question carries 5 marks.

6. a) The dehydration of 1,2-dimethylcyctohexanolgives three probable alkenes.
Explain how lR spectroscopy is used to differentiate the alkenes. v

b) Write the fragmentation paftern to account the major peaks of each of the
following compounds

i) CH.CH2COOCH ei mlz- 57,59 and 88

ii) CH'OCH2CH2CH si mlz= 31, 45, Sg and7{.

7. a) i) Give reasons why TMS is used as a referenoe compound in NMR.

ii) What are the important characteristics of a solvent used in NMR ?

b) Deduce the structure of a compound CTHTNO' which gives 1H NMR data as
6 3.9 (3H, singlet), 6.9 (2H, doublet), 8.1 (2H, doublet) (ppm)

8. a) Describe briefly "molecular receptors".

b) Write short notes on :

i) Organic zeolite and \/
ii) Calixarenes.

9. a) Explain briefly on retrosynthesis by giving suitable exampres

b) write the steps involved in the synthesis of chloramphenicor,

10. a) Write notes on :

i) biocatalysts.
ii) sustainability in green chemistry.

b) Give the synthesis of anytwo organic compounds using microwave heating
as green technology. (5x5= 25 Marks)
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SECTION -C
Answerany three questions. Each question carries 10 marks

11. Discuss the different types of electronic transitions and transition probabilities.
Explain the effect of polarity of solvent on each transition

12. Write short notes on :

i) Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE).

ii) Factors which affect the magnitude of chemical shift.
\-' iii) Proton exchange reaction.

iv) Coupling constant.

13. Describe the different types of driving forces involved in the formation of
supramolecular structures with suitable examples.

14. Write notes on :

i) Modeling studies in drug design

ii) Cornbinatorial organic synthesis.

15. What are the twelve basic principles of green chemistry ? Explain any four with
suitable examples (3x10= 30 Marks)
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